
ADDENDUM #3 

 

PUBLIC SAFFETY ANSWERING POINT (PSAP) CONSOLE SYSTEMS FURNITURE 

REQUEST FOR BID (RFB) 

 

In accordance with the RFB, Shelby County Emergency Communications District received 

questions until July 30, 2019.  The following questions were submitted in reference to 

the RFB.  (Answers are indicated in italicized bold print following the question):  

 

1. What is required on the “Add Alternative” line?  The MPD requested eight (8) 
additional positions, to a total of 53 positions, as shown in the RFB.   

2. There were no Personal Storage Stackers in the previous layouts or the provided layout 
drawing. Is there a requirement for Personal Storage Stackers? The number of 
positions cannot be reduced, as a result there will be no space for Personal 
Storage Stackers.   

3. They are requesting coat hooks in the requirements. Does this mean we need to add 
storage to place the coat hooks in?  Only is available on the proposed system, do 
not add storage.   

4. Is this to be a phased installation? Is this a live cutover?  They are currently down, 
they have the EC and flooring contractors working in there now.  So as quick an 
install as possible. 

5. The specifications and the drawing of the lockers are contradictory. Can you clarify what 
they are requiring for the lockers?  The lockers should fit into the area shown n the 
RFB.  Use of 3, 4, or 5 tiers can be used to fit the most in as possible.   

6. There were no Technology Cabinets in the previous layouts or the provided layout 
drawing. The technology is being stored in the Technology Bridges. The Dell XPS8500 
PC is too large to store within the Technology Bridge and will require us to add 
technology cabinets. Is this PC model firm and should we add Technology Cabinets to 
the layout?  - MPD has smaller form factor PC’s.  All computers will be micro or 
mini towers and will fit in the technology bridge. (based on the Phase II furniture).  

 

 

 


